respectively. Finally, Co(a u ...,a n ;X) :=Pa{a [,. .., a' n \X') and ACo(a u ..., a n ; X) : = APa(a [, . . . , a' n ;X') denote the joint compression spectrum and the joint approximate compression spectrum, respectively.
Obviously, we have APo{a u . . . , a n ;X)UACo (a u . . . , a n ;X)^Sp{a u . . . , a n ;L(X))no( ai ,..., a n ;X).
Moreover, by [10] o(a u . . . ,a n ;X)cSp(ai, . . . ,a n ;{fli, . . ., a n } c )
with proper inclusion in general.
We start with a summary of polynomial spectral mapping theorems.
THEOREM. Let {a^, . . . , a n )eL(X) n denote an n-tuple of pairwise commuting operators, and let Q denote a polynomial in n variables. Then the following spectral mapping theorems hold:
(i) Q(Sp(a u . . . , a n ;A)) = Sp(Q(a u . . . , a n );A), where A denotes a unital Banach subalgebra of L{X) containing a 1 , . . . , a n ;
(ii) G(a(fli, • • • . a n ;X)) = a{Q{a x ,..., a n );X) =
Sp(Q(a u ...,a n y,L(X));
(iii) Q(APa(a lt . . . , a n ;X))=APo(Q(a u . . . , a n );X).
For (i) see [8] , for (ii) see [11] and for (iii) see [6] . (i) :ieN}-, where a® = (a n , a i2 , . .., a in ) (i e N). Especially given a compact subset K of C" let {a (l) :/e^l} denote a dense subset of K and define diagonal operators as above. Then K = APo( ai ,...,a n ; I 2 ) [4,5.1) . 4° Finally putting together l°-3° we get the desired result.
The following lemma, which also has been used in [13] especially states as its main consequence that the polynomially convex hulls of almost all joint spectra coincide with Sp(a u .. . ,a n ; (a u . . . ,a n )).
LEMMA.
Let {a x ,..., a n ) e L{X) n denote an n-tuple of pairwise commuting operators. Let Kc : Sp{a 1 , . . . , a n ; (a lt . . . , a n )) denote a nonempty compact set such that for every polynomial Q in n variables we have
Proof. Obviously we have
. . , a n ; (a 1} . . . , a n ) ) . . . , a n ; (a lt ..., a n )) and hence the desired result.
Given a compact subset K a C" let conv(^) denote the convex hull, and let ext(K) denote the extreme points of conv(#). Since p.c.h.(.K)cconv(/Q, we have p.c.h.(conv(JQ) = conv(p.c.h.(#)), and consequently the following result is an immediate consequence of 1.1 and 1.3.
n denote an n-tuple of pairwise commuting operators. Then we have ext(Sp(a u ... ,a n ; {a u . .. , a n ))) = ext(o(a u . . . , a n ;X)) = ext(5p( fll) . . . , * " ; L(X))) = ext(APo(a u . . . , a n ;X)) = ext(ACo( ai ,...,a n ;X)).
(*)
Especially, ext(a( fll) . . . , «"; J0) = ext(i4Pa(a 1> . . . , a n ;X)nACo(a u ..., a n ;X)). {**) In section 2 we shall need a concept of joint spectral radius for an n-tuple (ai,.. . , a n ) of pairwise commuting operators.
Given a compact set K e C" let
1/2
Since a continuous convex function takes its maximum on a compact set K in exi(K), we obtain a notion of joint spectral radius r(a x ,..., a n ) which is independent of the underlying concept of joint spectrum as far as the assumptions of 1.3 are fulfilled.
1.5. DEFINITION. Let (a u . . . , a n ) e L{X) n denote an «-tuple of pairwise commuting operators. Then is called joint spectral radius of (a u . . . , a n ), where K is one of the joint spectra considered in 1.4.
Joint numerical ranges.
We consider joint spatial numerical ranges for operators on a Banach space X. For that purpose let
n(X):={(x,f)eXxX':l = \\x\\
Given a x , . . . , a n e L(X) let V(a lt . . . , « " ; A) : = {(ffax),..., f{a n x)): (x, f) e II(A)} denote the joint spatial numerical range of a x ,. . . , a n . Obviously V(a 1 , . . . , a n \ X) is a nonempty and bounded subset of C . Our main result (2.2) will state that the convex hull of the joint approximate point spectrum is contained in the closure of the joint numerical range.
A main ingredient in the proof of this result will be the following theorem of Zenger 2.1. THEOREM [16] . Let Y be a normed vector space over C, let y x , . . . , y n be linearly 
. , z n such that y = E z k y k and f(z k y k ) =
The following is our main result. (APo(a u ..., a H ;X) )cV{a u ..., a n ;X)~.
THEOREM. Let (a x ,. . . , a n ) e L{X) n denote an n-tuple of operators (not necessarily commuting!). Then conv
Proof. Obviously, APo{a x , . .., a n ;X) c V(a lt . . . , a n ;X)~. We next imitate the proof of Crabb's theorem in [2, p. 22] . Let z 0 ) = (z{, . . . , z' n )eAPo{a x , . . . , a n ;X) ( l < / < m ) and
By definition of the joint approximate point spectrum we find vectors x lt .. ., x m e X such that ||jr,fc|| = 1 and \\ajx k -zfx k \\ <e (1 <y < n, 1 < k < m). Without loss of generality (by reordering otherwise), we may assume that {x x , . . . , x mo } is a maximal linearly indepenent subset of {x x , . . . , x m }. Using the Hahn-Banach theorem we find f s e X' such that 1 = ||^|| and /J(x,) = <5, 7 i.e. z is a convex combination of z (1) , . . . , z (m) eAPo(a u . . . , a n ;X). Then
with the same argument as above using t k =f k (x), \\f k \\ = 1 (1 <k <m) . This proves the theorem.
Using this and 1.4, we obtain the following result which especially gives a positive answer to the problem of Cho [5] whether o(a l ,..., a n ;X) c V(ai,..., a n \ X)~ is true for an n-tuple of pairwise commuting operators. (5p(a 1; . . . , a n ; (a lt . . . , a n ») c V(a u . . . , a n ; X)~.
For n = 1 the following result is proved in [2, §19 Corollary 5]. (a 1; . . . , a n )eL{X) n of pairwise commuting operators we have conv(Sp( ai , ...,a n ; (a u ..., a n ))) = n{V(«i> • • • , a n ;(X, p))':p eN(X)}.
COROLLARY. Let (X, \\-\\) denote a complex Banach space and let N(X) denote the set of all norms on X equivalent to \\-\\. For an n-tuple

Proof. Following Bonsall and Duncan
. . , a n ). 
Moreover each p e N(X) induces an operator-norm on L(X)
2f(a iX f) :
denote the joint operator norm and the joint numerical radius of (a x , . . . , a n ) in the Banach space (X, p).
1° For a commuting n-tuple (a lt .. . , a n ) e L{X) n we have by 2.4 r { a u ... , a n ) = i n i { v p ( a l t ... , a n ) : p e N(X)} and the infimum is not attained in general. We do not know whether r ( a u . . . , a n ) = i n i { p { a l t ... , a n ) : p e N(X)} ..,a n ; (a u . . . , a n )))Uext(APo(a u . . . , a n ;X)).
Consequently V{a lt . . ., a n ;X)~ is convex, if (a u . . . ,a n ) is jointly convexoid in the sense of Cho and Takagushi [4] . From the results 3.4 and 4.5 in [4] n-tuples of doubly commuting hyponormal operators are seen to be jointly convexoid. This is a somewhat weaker result than Dash's [7] which states that V(a 1 , . . . , a n ;X) itself is convex for an n-tuple of pairwise commuting normal operators ( a b . . . , « " ) on a Hilbert space X. 3° If (X, p) is uniformly convex, (*) can be improved for the "peripheral part" of V{a x ,. . . ,a n ;Xy.
More precisely, we have V(a u . . . , a n ;X)-f l f z e C " : \z\ =p{a u . . . , a n )} <=APa(a u ...,a H ;X); (see Lumer [9] (n = 1) and Cho [5] (n > 1)).
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